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Introduction

“When Nathan was created, there was a microscopic change,
which occurred randomly in nature. We don’t know why it

happened, and we didn’t cause it to happen…we’ve always tried
to do our best with him, even if it was not what his therapists

thought we should be doing. Please remember, Nathan is
valued by his family…he is a joy and a gift. In fact, when he was

almost a year old, we discovered the name Nathan means
‘Gift.’”

—Helen Lane, mother of Nathan

There are no words that adequately describe what happenswhen parents learn that their child has autism. Some parentsfeel profound grief, while others struggle to gather as muchinformation as possible. Still other families frantically seekout second, third, and even fourth opinions. Families often gothrough distinct cycles that range from grief and loss toshopping for a cure and, finally, to an acceptance of what is.Even with the technological advances in the medical field, westill do not know what causes autism or why it affects boysfour times more often than girls. What we do know however,is that one child in every 150 will be diagnosed with autism.This book is for families of young children with autismspectrum disorder. The information and ideas in this bookreflect the author’s 30 years of experience as a teacher,speech pathologist, early interventionist, and consultant withchildren with autism and their families.
7
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Although each child with autism is unique, it is possible tomake some generalizations. Most children with autismspectrum disorder will have varying degrees of difficulty withbehavior, communication skills, ability to relate to others, and,in some cases, their ability to learn in the same way thattypically developing children learn. While there is no cure forautism, there is hope. With structured early intervention,consistent behavior management, and speech and languageintervention, many individuals with autism lead productivelives.Today, many treatments for autism are available. While someof these treatments are under debate, others are based onyears of sound scientific research. However, mostprofessionals agree that each child with autism is special andhas his or her own set of strengths and weaknesses, and thateach child falls somewhere within the spectrum, exhibitingeither more or less of certain characteristics. This book willexplain autism, discuss the major characteristics associatedwith autism, and offer some easy-to-use strategies for helpingchildren with autism function in their homes, at school, and inthe community.The following statement sums it up best, “Autism isn’tsomething a person has, or a ‘shell’ someone is trapped inside.There is no normal child hidden behind the autism.... Autismis a way of being.” (Jim Sinclair, 1993)
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1

Putting the
Pieces

Together to
Understand
This Puzzle

Called Autism
Autism is a puzzle, you know all the pieces are there, and you

just have to Eigure out a way to put them all together. But once
you do it, is exciting to see the whole of it and to know that no

matter what happens next you have done your best.
—Richard, the father of Brian

What Is Autism?Children with autism have been around long before autismhad an ofVicial name. In 1943, Leo Kanner Virst deVined autismwhen he described 11 children with similar characteristics.The following year, Hans Asperger described a group ofchildren with behavior issues. Although they had never met,both men used identical terms to describe the disorder.

Chapter
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Regardless of how autism is deVined,you will need the following:
� Up-to-date, accurate informationabout the primary characteristicsof autism;
� A strong support system thatincludes specialists such as earlyinterventionists, special educationteachers, speech pathologists, and occupational therapists;

� A positive relationship with your child’s teacher so thattogether you can share the child’s successes andchallenges; and

The most accepted deVinition of autism is a person withdelayed or typical behaviors in the following categories:
� Interaction with others (socializing),
� Communication (responding to others), and
� Behavior (hand wringing or rocking back and forth, forexample).This deVinition is from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ofMental Disorders, Fourth Edition-Text Revision, or DSM-IV-TR,which is a manual used by the American PsychologicalAssociation.The American Autism Society deVines autism as “a complexdevelopmental disability that typically appears during theVirst three years of life.”With new research and information, we are learning moreabout diagnosing and treating autism than ever before.Unfortunately, the more that experts learn about autism, themore questions they discover they have about autism that,according to the National Institutes of Health, may affect asmany as one in every 500 children.
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In addition, children with autism maydisplay behaviors that are not typicalof their peers. For example, manyyoung children with autism have gapsin their development ranging fromdeveloping skills out of the typicalsequence of acquisition to Vixating onparticular objects, such as a puzzle ora rotating fan. Parents often describechildren with autism as being likepieces of Swiss cheese—there are

� Information about how to help with your child’s behavior,communication skills, social skills, and self-help skills.
Why Is It Called Autism
Spectrum Disorder?Autism is described as a spectrum disorder because childrenwith autism have characteristics that range from very mild toquite severe. Using the term autism spectrum disorder, orASD, means a child falls somewhere along that range, orcontinuum. Because it is a continuum, a child may be at themild end in terms of ability to learn new skills, and at thesevere end in terms of behavior. In this book, autism is used torefer to a child who has autism spectrum disorder.Although each child with autism is unique, specialistsgenerally agree that all children with autism spectrumdisorders have difViculty in varying levels of:
� Language and communication,
� Social relationships, and
� Response to sensory stimuli.
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gaps or holes in what they learn, how they learn it, and howthey respond to their world.
What Do I Need to Know
About Children with Autism?While research may lead to new and better techniques forworking with children with autism, for now, you want toknow:
� What strategies can I use to help my child with everydayactivities,
� How can I help him control his behavior, and
� What programs or plans work best so my child can learn tocommunicate, play, and interact meaningfully with peers?This book is designed to help you understand autism and planfor the success of your child. The Virst step is to examine thecharacteristics of children with autism and learn how childrenwith that characteristic relate to the world around them.The following chart is a summary of the basic characteristicsoften associated with autism. The chapters in this bookinclude more information about these characteristics.
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Undesired Behaviors � Constant or repetitive behavior, such(Maladaptive) as waving hands or hand-flapping
� Hitting self or others
� Tantrums
� Aggressive toward othersLack of Functional � EcholaliaCommunication � Stereotypic phrases
� Nonsense speech
� No speech/languageProblems with Social � Only interacts when something isInteraction needed
� Interacts with objects, not people
� Preoccupation with things, not people
� Totally in his or her own worldObsessions � Rituals
� Routines that must be followed
� Only eats specific types of foods
� May be obsessed with objects(such as spoons)

The most important thing you need to know is that the
sooner your child with autism receives sound, consistent,
and appropriate services, the better his chance for success.
While there is still much to learn about how to reach chil-
dren with autism and how to help them adapt to a world
that is constantly changing, we know that working as a
teamwith other professionals can lead to positive results.

Basic Characteristics of Autism
Characteristic How the Child MightAct

PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 13
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14 MY CHILD HAS AUTISM

Words, Words, Words—Why
Is There So Much Autism-
Related Jargon?The words that people use to talk about autism can make itvery confusing. With all the responsibilities of parenting ayoung child, the last thing you need is to carry around adictionary in order to discuss your child’s condition. Forexample, a speech pathologist tells you that your child needsto stop using echolalia and learn to use functionalcommunication. After searching the Internet to decipher whatthe speech pathologist was referring to, you learn that echolaliais a term that simplymeans repeating everything that is heard.This book will help to explain autism without usingcomplicated jargon. When a speciVic term is used, it will beexplained in simple terms. DeVinitions of key terms are alsorepeated at the end of each chapter. Most chapters includespeciVic strategies or activities that you can use at home, in thecommunity, and share with your child’s teacher. These strategiestake very little time and their materials cost almost nothing.As you broaden your understanding of your child with autism,you may increasingly view him as a special and unique personwith talents, strengths, and potential. The followingreminders focus on what your child can learn, rather than onbehaviors and areas that may be difVicult for your child.
Always put your child ;irst. Your child is a child with autism,not an autistic child.
Each child is unique, and while your child may havecharacteristics typical of other children with autism, hewill have other characteristics that are distinctly his own.
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Look for information about autism from a reliable sourceand remember that there may be more than one way tosolve a problem. Information, even what you see or hearon television and the Internet, may not come from reliablesources.
There is no single method, magic pill, or speci;ic program

that can “cure” or “;ix” autism. While many programsand methods have been tried and are successful with somechildren, they may not be successful with others. If amethod seems too good to be true or promises a cure forautism, chances are that the person presenting it justwants to sell a product. There may or may not be soundresearch backing up that product.
What Are the Major Types of
Autism?Autism-related disorders fall into a single broad categorycalled Pervasive Developmental Delay (PDD), which issometimes used interchangeably with autism spectrumdisorder (ASD). A useful way to consider PDD/ASD is to thinkof them as different branches growing from the trunk of onetree. Each branch, though slightly different from the otherbranches, is still part of the tree. The same is true of thevarious types of autism.The recognized types of autism spectrum disorder include:
� Autism,
� Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not OtherwiseSpeciVied (PDDNOS),
� Asperger’s Syndrome,
� Rett’s Syndrome, and
� Childhood Disintegrative Disorder (Heller’s Syndrome).
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16 MY CHILD HAS AUTISM

AutismTo be diagnosed with autism, a child must exhibit a signiVicantnumber of the following characteristics:
� A signiVicant delay in social interaction, such as eye contactor facial expression;
� A communication delay;
� Behaviors including stereotypical behavior, such asintense, almost obsessive, preoccupation with objects;
� The need for routines that are nonfunctional andritualistic, such as lining up all the books or food in acertain manner; and
� Repeating motor movements over and over, such as Vinger-popping or hand-Vlapping.
Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not
Otherwise Specified (PDDNOS)This classiVication is used when a child has autism, yet thecharacteristics the child displays are not like thecharacteristics of other children with autism. This diagnosis isalso used when the onset of the disorder happens after agethree. Of all the autism classiVications, used for autism, this isthe most vague and confusing. However, this allows specialiststo classify a child as having autism when he displays a few, butnot all, of the characteristics of autism. This makes it possiblefor the child to receive the needed services.
Asperger’s SyndromeChildren with Asperger’s Syndrome traditionally behavemuch like children with other types of autism when they areyoung, in that they have some difViculty with communication,social interaction, and/or behaviors. However, as they growinto middle school age or in adolescence, children with
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Asperger’s often learn how to socialize, communicate, andbehave in a more socially acceptable manner. Most childrenwith Asperger’s have normal or above-normal intelligence, sothey learn new skills as fast as, or, in many cases, faster thantheir peers without autism. These children have beendescribed as having difViculty with coordination, vocal tone(they tend to speak in a monotone), depression, violentreactions to change, and they have a tendency for ritualisticbehaviors. In addition, children with Asperger’s Syndromemay develop intense obsessions with objects or activities.Unlike other children with autism, these children tend todevelop normally in the areas of self-help and adaptivebehaviors, with the exception of social skills, which are oftendelayed.
Rett’s SyndromeAlso referred to as Rett’s Disorder, this is a degenerativedisability, meaning it gets worse with time. It beginssometime in the Virst two years of life and is found almostexclusively in girls. Unlike other types of autism, children withRett’s Syndrome develop normally prior to the onset of thedisorder. Characteristics include loss of motor skills, hand-wringing or repetitive hand washing, and a decrease in headgrowth. Seizures and sleeping disorders also develop in manygirls with this disorder.
Childhood Disintegrative DisorderThis disorder, sometimes called Heller’s Syndrome, is adegenerative condition in which a child may begin to developnormally, but, over a few months, will begin to lose the abilityor seem to forget how to do things. It usually happens in theareas of toilet training, play skills, language, or problem-solving between ages three and four.
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18 MY CHILD HAS AUTISM

When and How Is Autism
Diagnosed?Some children with autism are diagnosed by the time they aretwo years of age. For others, the symptoms are not recognizeduntil they are older. Autism is, however, a medical diagnosisand requires a full examination by a qualiVied physician. Apediatrician, psychiatrist, or a team of medical providers maycomplete the medical evaluation to determine if your childmeets the medical or psychological criteria for autism. Whilemany physicians are hesitant to diagnose a child younger thantwo, there are beneVits to an early diagnosis. The sooner yourchild starts receiving treatment, the better his prognosis islikely to be.A second evaluation, given by educational personnel, willdetermine if the child is eligible for services such as earlyintervention services or speech therapy. Most states provideservices to children with special needs from birth through age21. However, each state has its own criteria for eligibility.
How Do I Know What Services Are
Available for My Child?Once your child has been diagnosed with autism, there arelaws that help determine what services she is entitled toreceive. The Individuals With Disabilities Education Act(IDEA) (Public Law 101-476) outlines very speciVic guidelinesthat local school districts are required by law to adhere towhen providing for the needs of children with disabilities.For children age 3–21 with disabilities:
� Each school district must provide a Free and

Appropriate Public Education (FAPE). This includes all
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19PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER

aspects of special education such as speech therapy,occupational therapy, and transportation. In addition,these services must be provided without cost to parents.Not all children with disabilities qualify for all services.Many school districts do not have programs for three-year-olds, so they may choose to contract with outside childcareproviders or centers where typically developing childrenmay be enrolled.
� Assessments must be non-biased and non-

discriminatory. They must be conducted in your child’snative language, and, most importantly, educationaldecisions about your child cannot be made based on asingle test. In other words, a variety of assessments mustbe used to determine your child’s eligibility foreducational services. Once your child is eligible forservices, an educational plan is developed and written by ateam, which includes you. This team reviews and updatesthe Individual Education Plan (IEP) each year. Your child’sIEP clearly outlines what types of service he will receiveand how often he will receive the service.
� The school’s environment must be the least restrictive.Your child must receive the service to which she is entitledin an environment that is the least restrictive. As the mostrecent reauthorization of IDEA makes clear, the leastrestrictive environment should be the general educationclassroom, unless there are justiVications why it would notbe appropriate. Many school districts elect to contractwith a private preschool to provide these services.Children from birth to age three with autism usually receiveservices through a state-provided comprehensive early-intervention system. Your child is assigned a service
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coordinator who works with you to assess your child, planappropriate services, and develop an Individual FamilyService Plan (IFSP). The IFSP is a written plan for servicesyour child will receive, and it helps guide you as your childtransitions into other programs. Children from birth to agethree should receive services in their natural environment.The natural environment is the place where the child mightspend time if he did not have a disability. In most cases, thenatural environment is at home. However, if both parentswork, the natural environment may be a school, childcarecenter, or a private home childcare provider.
What Are the Common
Treatments for Autism?Because there are so many treatments for autism, it is difVicultto know which one works best. Some treatments claim thatcertain diets or vitamins will help children with autism. Inaddition, addressing sensitivities to noise or smell (known assensory integration disorders) has also allowed manychildren with autism to function better in a preschool setting.The chart on the following page contains a list of the types ofservices that children with autism might receive.

MY CHILD HAS AUTISM20
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Treatment DefinitionStructured Behavior A specialist trained in appliedIntervention behavior analysis (ABA) designs thisplan to help your child manage hisbehavior.Early Intervention Services, usually home-based, which aspecial education teacher provides foryour child. This usually describesservices your child receives before heis three years old.Sensory Integration Usually an occupational therapistTherapy implements this treatment to helpyour child handle all the input hereceives from his environment.Speech/Language A speech language pathologist worksTherapy with your child to facilitate hiscommunication and language.Special Education The special education teacher isresponsible for implementing yourchild’s Individual Education Plan(IEP) and for working with hisclassroom teacher to help him reachhis full potential.Before implementing any treatment, please consult a qualifiedprofessional such as your child’s physician, speech pathologist, orspecial education teacher.

Services for Children with Autism
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22 MY CHILD HAS AUTISM

What Do Researchers and
Other Professionals Say
About Children with Autism?Despite all the available information, there is still much tolearn about autism and its effects on children. However,experts do agree on two things: There is no cure for autism,and there is no plan or program that will eliminate all of thecharacteristics of autism. Programs that address thecharacteristics of autism while combining the medical andeducational needs of children are most effective.Most professionals working with children with autism agreethat successful programs combine sound, structurededucational programming with developmentally appropriatepractices. To help your child with autism maximize hispotential, it is critical for you to play an important decision-making role in planning for the education of your child. Today,scientists from such major research universities as Harvard,Vanderbilt, and Johns Hopkins are exploring what happensinside the brain of a child with autism. Using moderntechnology, such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET),researchers are, for the Virst time, able to look at the electricalenergy within the brain to determine what part of the brain isresponsible for certain actions and behaviors.Increasingly, these researchers are Vinding evidence of adisruption or change in the brains of children with autismthat is not seen in typically developing children. Otherscientists are Vinding that in the brain of a child with autism,serotonin is broken down and used differently. In simpleterms, in the brain of a typically developing child, connectionsare made between brain cells. Much like a computer takes in
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23PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER

and puts out data, these connections carry informationamong the parts of the brain and between other parts of thebody and the brain. In children with autism, these pathways,or information connections, within the brain are madedifferently. This could explain why children with autism oftenrespond to sensory input so differently than their peers.Gastroenterologists (stomach specialists) who specialize inchildrenwith autism have begun to examine closely therelationship between the brain and the child’s overall physicalhealth. They are speciVically trying to determine if certainbehaviors related to autism, such as hand Vlapping, are causedto some degree by such stomach conditions as constipation orbladder infections. Medical specialists now recognize that thereare times when childrenwith autism have a physical illness thatcontributes to their tantrums or violent behavior.As a parent, it is important that you learn as much as possibleabout autism and that you build a support network to helpyou. Organizations such as Autism Society of America andAutism Speaks provide information online and help you learnabout seminars and workshops that will help you worktogether with professionals to provide the best learningenvironment for your child.
For More InformationBall, J. 2008. Early intervention and autism: Real life questions, real life

answers. Arlington, TX: Future HorizonsJanzen, J. E., & Therapy Skills Builders. 2000. Autism: Facts and
strategies for parents. New York: Elsevier Science.Jepson,B. 2007.Changing the courseof autism:A scientiEic approach for
parents and physicians.Bolder, Co: Sentient Publications.Kluth, P. 2003. You’re going to love this kid!: Teaching students with
autism in the inclusive classroom. Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes.
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Notbohm, E. 2005. Ten things every child with autism wishes you knew.Arlington, TX: Future Horizons.Sicile-Kira, C. 2004. Autism spectrum disorders: The complete guide to
understanding autism, Asperger’s Syndrome, pervasive
developmental disorder, and other ASDs. New York: The BerkleyPublishing Group.

Key Terms
Autism: A complex developmental disability that typically appearsduring the Virst three years of life. To be diagnosed with autism, aperson must demonstrate either delayed or atypical behaviors inat least one of three categories: interaction, communication, orbehavior.
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD): Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)is a broad term which includes the classical form of autism as wellas several related disabilities that share many of the samecharacteristics including difViculty with communication,socialization, and behavior. It is called a spectrum disorderbecause autism and autism-related characteristics range from verymild to very severe.
Developmentally appropriate practices: Activities and educationalexperiences that match your child’s age and stage of development.
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth

Edition-Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR): A manual used by theAmerican Psychological Association to diagnose and identify thecharacteristics of speciVic mental and emotional disorders.
Echolalia: The echoing and repetition of a phrase or word.
Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE): Special educationlaw is clear that your child is entitled to an education that is freeand appropriate for his individual needs.
Individual Education Plan (IEP): A personalized plan for your child,designed by a team that includes you, the child’s parents. The planoutlines the educational goals and objectives for your child over aperiod of time (usually one school year).
Individual Family Service Plan (IFSP): A written plan for servicesyour child will receive to help guide the family as your childtransitions into other programs. The IFSP is written for children
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25PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER

birth to three. Once your child turns three, an IEP is written if hestill qualiVies for special education services.
Individuals With Disabilities Education Act (IDEA): (Public Law101-476) IDEA outlines very speciVic guidelines that local schooldistricts are required by law to adhere towhen providing for the needsof childrenwith disabilities.
Least restrictive environment:Under the IDEA, all childrenwho requirespecial education servicesmust be educated in the setting that ismostappropriate to their individual needs.
Positron Emission Tomography (PET):Medical testing that looks atthe electrical energy within the brain to determine what part ofthe brain is responsible for certain actions and behaviors.
Ritualistic: Following a set pattern or routinewithout variation.
Sensory input: Information your child receives and processesthrough his senses.
Serotonin: A hormone found in the brain. It acts as a chemicalmessenger that transmits signals between nerve cells. Changes inthe serotonin levels in the brain can affect mood and behavior.Serotonin is also found in blood platelets and the digestive tract.
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